We obtained 877 images of active asteroid 6478 Gault on 41 nights from January 10 th to June 8 th , 2019, using several telescopes. We created the phase, secular and rotational light curves of Gault, from which several physical parameters can be derived. From the phase plot we find that no phase effect was evident. This implies that an optically thick cloud of dust surrounded the nucleus hiding the surface. The secular light curve (SLC) shows several zones of activity the origin of which is speculative. From the SLC plots a robust absolute magnitude can be derived and we find mV(1,1,α ) = 16.11±0.05. We also found a rotational period Prot = 3.360±0.005 h and show evidence that 6478 might be double. The parameters of the pair are derived. Previous works have concluded that 6478 is in a state of rotational disruption and the above rotational period supports this result. Our conclusion is that 6478 Gault is a suffocated comet getting rid of its suffocation by expelling surface dust into space using the centrifugal force. This is an evolutionary stage in the lifetime of some comets. Besides being a MBC the object is classified as a methuselah Lazarus comet.
. 6478 Gault. Left image. Median image of 15 frames x 5 min = 75 min of exposure time, V-band, taken with the 1 m f/5 reflector telescope of the National Observatory of Venezuela, on 2019 02 05. The characteristic features, star-like head, thin, long, gas-less persistent dust tail, and no tail spread as a function of distance, are all exhibited in this object. Tail B, shorter and to the left of the main tail, is compromised by a star. (IF, this work, ONV, CIDA, observatory 303). Center image. Image taken with a 35 cm telescope on 2019 02 13 (C. Fornari, observatory X31). 44 images of 5 minutes each were median combined for a total exposure time of 220 min . Tail B is clearly seen. On the original image the ratio length/width > 80. Right image. Secured on 2019 02 13 with a 24 cm telescope. 20 images x 5 min = 100 min using average combine (A. Acosta, observatory Z39). The bright patches are stars imperfectly erased by the median.
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6478 Gault: Observations
We carried out photometry of 6478 Gault on 877 images acquired on 41 nights using several telescopes listed in Table 1 . The photometry log is listed in Table 2 and values are plotted in Figures 3 and 4 . Table 3 contains a list of the parameters derived in this work. We are confident that our photometry is of high quality because we have adopted special procedures in that direction:
(1) Images were processed with darks and flats in the usual manner.
(2) We adopt large photometric apertures typically 4-5 FWHM in order to extract the whole flux from the objects.
(3) We use from 5-15 comparison stars, and reject those that are outliners. (4) We use APASS, the best V-magnitude catalog that spans the whole sky, created by the AAVSO to cover the observation of variable stars.
(5) We measure the observed magnitude from long series of images, typically containing 10-50 images with 3-5 minutes of exposure time each, reaching to total exposure times of hours, to plot one single photometric data point per night. (6) Before combining, each image is examined for defects, cosmic rays, clouds, star contamination, disappearance of the object, reflections and bright stars. Unsuitable images are discarded before combining. (7) The combination algorithm is the median, to clean up cosmic rays and defects. (8) Finally, we adopt the envelope of the data points as the correct interpretation of the light curve. The envelope of the data points represents a perfect instrument+CCD, with a perfect atmosphere, capable of extracting the whole flux from the object and thus the maximum relative brightness (Ferrín, 2005) .
As a result we routinely achieve an error of ±0.01 to ±0.02 magnitudes equivalent to 1-2% error (confirmation Table 2 ). The error is so small that it is contained inside the plotting symbol in all of our plots.
We also used the MPC observations data base. This database is of lower quality because its photometry is a byproduct of astrometry and several non-photometric catalogs and filters are used. To decrease the scatter and increase the signal to noise ratio, we apply a 5 data point running mean. This way any feature less than 5 data points in length is smoothed out. These values may have to be moved up or down a little bit to fit the high precision photometry of our work.
6478 Gault: Literature search
There have been 6 articles up to the moment of this writing, related to 6478 Gault. What follows is a resume of some numbers of interest to this investigation, not a review of these complex papers.
(1) Ye et al. (2019) describe two brightening events that start on 2018 October 18±5 d, and a second one that started on 2018 December 24±1 d, and that released 2x10^7 kg and 1x10^6 kg respectively. Each event persisted for about a month. Dust dynamics showed grains of up to 10 microns in size ejected at velocities less than 1 m/s regardless of particle size. Additionally they derive an upper limit to the ejection velocity of < 8 m/s. These ejection events are clearly defined in our Secular Light Curve (Figures 3 and 4, active zones Z1 and Z2).
(2) Kleina et al. (2019) determined an absolute magnitude of 14.4 in the V band based on ~1000 survey observations, and with an adopted albedo of 0.04, representative of comets, derive a nucleus 9 km in diameter. They also adopt a density of 3000 kg/m 3 . Although they have an extensive series of observations these did not show a light curve and the rotational period could only be estimated at ~1h for one peak, and ~2h for two peaks. They derived a veject = 0.7 m/s for the maximum emission velocity.
(3) Moreno et al. (2019) adopt for the dust density 3400 kg/m 3 which is appropriated for S-type asteroids. They also adopt a geometric albedo pV =0.15 typical of S-types. With an adopted absolute magnitude of HV = 14.4, they find a diameter of 4.5 km. They also apply a phase coefficient of 0.033 mag/°. Long series of observations secured with the TRAPPIST-North and South telescopes did no exhibit evidence of a rotational signature.
(4) Jewitt et al. (2019) . These authors find mass loss rates of ~10-20 kg/s and a typical particle radius in the main tail <a> ~ 1000 μm. Using the thickness of the tail at the time of orbital plane crossing they are able to calculate a value for the ejection velocity veject ~ 2 m/s. They also find a close similarity of 6478 to comet 311P/2013 P5 who exhibited multiple dust ejections (Jewitt et al., 2018) .
(5) Hui et al. (2019) . They confirm the slow dust ejection velocity for the dust, finding veject = 0.15 m/s. As previous authors they infer that the mass-loss events were caused by rotational instability. They conclude that the two tails observed were caused by the two outburst that were identified in the light curve.
(6) Chandler et al. (2019) . They used archival observation to demonstrate that Gault has a long history of previous activity. Their data suggests that activity is caused by a body spinning near the rotational limit. They recognize 6478 as a new class of object perpetually active due to rotational spin up. Their data is plotted in our Figure 3 .
It is important to point out that none of the six manuscripts published on this object have a value for the rotational period, thus their conclusions on the reason of activity is entirely theoretical. However this work will validate these conclusions (see Section 2.3). Also, our SLC of 6478 will show that the activity is not perpetual but episodic. The reasons for being episodic are speculative at the present time.
Additional works might be relevant to this investigation.
(7) The conclusion by Hshie et al. (2004) that "apparent low ejection velocities of optical dominant dust particles, as implied by the lack of an observable sunward dust extension or coma-like dust halo around the nucleus, and the narrow width of the dust trail, make extremely small particles unlikely to be optically significant", in agreement with Jewitt et al. (2019) who also found large particles. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that these large particles are the remnant of the cometary activity deposited on the surface. It is also consistent with the idea that these objects might be completely covered with a thick mantle or dust layer.
(8) Kokotanekova et al. (2017) studied an ensemble of Jupiter-family comets, finding a cut-off in bulk densities at 0.6 g/cm3 if the objects are strength less. They also find an increasing linear phase function coefficient with increasing albedo. Their median linear phase function coefficient for JFCs was 0.046 mag/deg and their median geometric albedo was 4.2%. These values are useful when this information is not available for a given object. We will use their albedo as a lower limit in our calculations.
(9) Hsieh et al. (2009) note that low albedo (pR < 0.075) remains a consistent feature of all cometary (i.e., icy) bodies, whether they originate in the inner solar system (the MBCs) or in the outer solar system (all other comets). We will use their albedo as an upper limit in our calculations.
6478 Gault: Phase and SLC plots
To advance in our understanding of this object we will make use of the phase plot and the secular light curve (SLCs, Ferrín, 2010a , 2010b . The phase plot shown in Figure 2 , does not exhibit a dependence on phase, implying that the surface is not seen due to an optically thick layer of dust that hides the nucleus. Accordingly no phase correction has been applied to our data. In those cases in which the phase effect is not detected, the absolute magnitude has to be defined using only the SLC plot. The SLC formalism depicts the absolute magnitude of the object versus time, from aphelion -Q, to aphelion +Q (Figures 3 and 4) .
The SLC of 6478 shows evidence of 6 zones of activity, Z1 to Z6. Z1 and Z2 are the outburst studied by (Chandler et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2019; Jewitt et al., 2019; Kleyna et al., 2019; Moreno et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2019) .
The origin of these active zones is controversial. It might looks like the orbital plane crossings (PCs) are related to the peaks, but this interpretation is not completely convincing. A plane crossing produces an enhancement of the tail lasting typically a few days. However the six zones of activity are much wider than a few days, putting in doubt this interpretation. Active zones Z1 and Z2 may have been the result of an impact.
Figure 2
Phase plot of 6478 Gault. The comet does not exhibit a phase effect, implying that we are not seeing the surface. The object must be covered with a cloud of dust that hides the nucleus. That is the reason why we have not applied any phase correction to our observational data. Most of the data show the comet in an excited state, thus to define the absolute magnitude we have to use the SLC plot. To smooth out the scattering of the data and to increase the signal/noise ratio we applied to the MPC database a 5 data points running mean. Different data sets were combined to create this plot. The absolute magnitudes listed by the Minor Planet Center and the JPL Small Body Database Browser, HV= 14.3 and HV= 14.4 respectively, are too bright. A new value mV(1,1,α) = 16.11 ±0.05 is derived in this work using the mean value of our five faintest measurements. Notice that this result is consistent with the faint values at t-Tq = +160 d. The object shows 6 zones of activity, Z1 to Z6, the reason for which is not clear at the present time. PC = Orbit Plane Crossing, indicate when the Earth crossed the orbital plane. The plane crossings do not seem to be correlated with the activity zones. Above, the observing windows in 2019 and 2020 are shown. The 2020 window will allow observations of the Z5 zone. Notice that the observations compiled by Chandler et al. (2019) Absolute magnitude. The SLC plot gives the whole picture from -Q to +Q (Q = aphelion distance) needed to select a reliable absolute magnitude. The mV(1,1,0) and the observed magnitude mV(Δ,R,α) are related by
where Δ is the object-Earth distance, R the Sun-object distance, α is phase angle and β the phase coefficient. A reduction law more sophisticated than a linear law is not justified because the phase angle does not exceeds 33°.
In Figures 3 and 4 , the SLC plot, five data points have the lowest values of the dataset, 16.15, 16.20, 16.01, 16.10, and 16.11 . The range is 0.19 in excellent agreement with the amplitude of the rotational light curve found later on (Amp=0.16±0.02) (see Section 5.3). The mean value is our best estimate of the absolute magnitude, mV(1,1,α) = 16.11±0.05.
The works cited in Section 1.3 adopted for their calculations an absolute magnitude 1.71 magnitudes brighter than our result. Consequently some of the model calculations performed in the above works might have to be revised.
Diameter. With this information it is possible to calculate the diameter D if the geometric albedo, pv, is assumed. Jewitt (1991) gives the following formula pv.r(nuc) 2 = 2.24x10^22 .R 2 .Δ2 2 10^[0.4(mSUN -mV(1,1,0))]
( 2) which can be written in a more amicable form
Kokotanekova et al. (2017) calculated a mean geometric albedo of the Jupiter Family of comets <pV> = 0.042±0.005. Since the SLC of 6478 indicates that the object is behaving more like a comet than an asteroid, we are going to adopt this value in our calculations. Then we find for the diameter D = 3.93±0.25 km, r = 1965±125 m. Hisieh (2009) gives a maximum pV = 0.075. If we use this value we find D = 2.94 km, r = 1470 m.
Mass.
To calculate the mass we need a density. Later on we will find a rotational period for Gault Prot = 3.360±0.005 h and an amplitude Amp= 0.16±0.02, which translates to a ratio of axis a/b = 1.16.
In the Section on rotation (Section 2.3) we calculate that the minimum density to hold material at the tip of this rotating asteroid is ΡCRITICAL ~ 1120 kg/m 3 . Then the estimated mass of the nucleus is MNUC = (3.6±0.35) x 10^13 kg for <pV> = 0.042 or MNUC = (1.5±0.25) x 10^13 kg for <pV> = 0.075.
The masses ejected calculated by the previous researchers were very small, 2 to 4x10^7 and 1x10^6 kg for active zones Z1 and Z2 (Ye et al., 2019; Jewitt et al., 2019) . If this mass were to be released by apparition and sustained in time, the number of returns left would be ~18.000. If this mass were spread out uniformly over the surface, the depth of the layer would be only 0.4 mm. This information combined with the negative detection of a phase effect implies that there is a deep layer of dust on this surface which is quenching the sublimation activity.
6478 Gault: Rotational Period
An attempt to measure the rotational period was made by Kleyna et al. (2019) who found a value ~2h. However phasing and smoothing of their data did not reveal any obvious light curve, suggesting that the periodic signal was buried in aperiodic, non-Gaussian noise.
We used the 24 cm telescope of Z39 to take 178 observations of asteroid-comet 6478 Gault and processed them with software Canopus and Maxim-DL to measure the rotational period of this object (Ferrín and Acosta, 2019) (the data is listed in Table 6 ).
We observed 6478 from January 12th to April 8th during 8 nights and used a 5 data point running mean to diminish the scattering of the data and to increase the signal to noise ratio by a factor of 2.2. Since this average operates only in the vertical direction there is no way it can modify the period. The NASA Exoplanet periodogram tool was used to calculate the period with the Lomb-Scargle option. To our surprise the periodogram found a period around ~0.07 d corresponding to rotational light curve with one peak and Prot(1)=1.680±0.002 h and amplitude Amp(1) = 0.180±0.002 mag. And with two peaks, Prot(2)=3.360±0.005 h and amplitude Amp(2) = 0.16±0.02. The periodogram is shown in Figure 5 .
It is interesting to point out that we did not expect that the 24 cm telescope could find a period for this 17-magnitude target, but it did. There is no way in which this result could have been falsified. Each observation corresponds to a phase in the phase curve, and the observer does not have any way to know the phase for any observing night. The only thing he can do is secure the observations and hope for the best. So if the software finds a period and the period produces a reasonable light curve, it must be real. As a confirmation, the light curve produced looks quite robust (Figures 6 and 7) and has been confirmed (Figure 8 ).
The first period with one rotational peak violates the rotational limit for disruption of a rubble pile asteroid ( ~2.2 h) (Jewitt et al., 2014), so we adopt the second one with two rotational peaks. A 0.16 mag amplitude corresponds to a ratio of axis a/b=1.16. The minimum density needed to ensure the material at the tip of a prolate body in rotation about its minor axis that is gravitationally bound is given by Jewitt et al. 
If we use the observed period, 3.360 h and the observed ratio a/b=1.16 then the minimum density comes out to be ρcritical > ~1.12 gm/cm 3 , a very reasonable value expected for a comet mainly made of water ice.
Figure 5.
The periodogram of 6478 Gault shows two main peaks at periods ~0.07 d and ~0.23 days. The peak at ~0.23 = 5.52 h gives a light curve of poor quality so it is not considered further. Peak 1 with one rotational peak corresponds to Prot(1)=1.680±0.002 hours and with two peaks corresponds to Prot(2)= 3.360±0.005 hours. The amplitudes are Amp(1) = 0.18±0.02 and Amp (2) = 0.16±0.02 magnitudes respectively. The first one with one rotational peak violates the rotational limit for disruption, so we adopt the second one with two rotational peaks. This plot was generated by the periodogram tool of the NASA Exoplanet page. In Table 4 we list the rotational periods of Gault, 133P/Elst-Pizarro and 62412. We see that all of them have almost identical rotational periods. Since they exhibit the same tail morphology of 6478, implies that these objects are in a state of rotational disruption too.
6478 Gault: Eclipse
Surprisingly the phased light curve diagram shows evidence of an eclipse in the form of a flat bottom V (Figure 7 The solution for a contact binary requires an additional condition, ( rP+ rS ) = 2.a (8)
Solving equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) with pV = 0.042, 0.06, 0.075, we find a radius of the primary 1850 m, 1550 m, 1390 m, and for the secondary 660 m, 552 m and 495 m. In order to get these results a minimum density of 1590 kg/m 3 has to be adopted. If the density increases above this value the pair is detached.
The observational projected space velocities are vrot = 1.54, 1.28, 1.15 m/s in very good agreement with the theoretical scape velocity of the dust 0.7 -8 m/s (Chandler et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2019; Jewitt et al., 2019; Kleyna et al., 2019; Moreno et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2019) . 
6478 Gault: Confirmation of the rotational period
Carbognani and Buzzoni (2019) were able to reproduce our result (Figure 9 ). They used the 80 cm Telescope of the Osservatorio Astronomico della Regione Autonoma della Valle d'Aosta, Associato al INAF (Observatorio Astronomico di Torino, Italy). We applied a 5 data point running mean to their data to increase the signal to noise ratio. They found a period of 3.358 h in excellent agreement with our result. However the eclipse is no longer evident, leaving the object with one single minimum per rotation, clearly an albedo feature. (2019) is compared with our rotational light curve. They found a period of 3.358 h vs 3.360 hour for our work. The agreement is satisfactory. The principal distinction is that the eclipse feature has disappeared. Then the light curve can not be that of an elongated body because it would exhibit two peaks. The new interpretation is of an almost spherical nucleus with a zone of lower albedo, producing one single minimum per revolution.
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6478 Gault: Discussion and Current Understanding
From the previous works (Chandler et al., 2019; Hui et al., 2019; Jewitt et al., 2019; Kleyna et al., 2019; Moreno et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2019) , all of which agree on a basic understanding of this object, and with the results presented in this investigation, the following picture emerges, and this picture may be shared with two other objects, 133P/Elst-Pizarro (Hsieh et al., 2004) and 62412 (Sheppard and Trujillo, 2014) (Tables 4 and 5) .
Comets expel gas and dust from their surfaces during their lifetimes. Fine dust is carried away by the gas, but large dust falls down onto the surface creating a dust mantle that increases in thickness with time. At the same time that this process is taking place, the majority of cometary nucleus are increasing their rotational frequency due to offset gas jets that exert a torque on the nucleus diminishing its rotational period and increasing its angular momentum. After many returns around the Sun, the dust mantle increases in thickness and there comes a moment when the mantle quenches the cometary activity creating a dormant comet (Snodgrass et al., 2017) .
The comet will remain in this stage if the perihelion distance is kept the same or if it increases in distance to the Sun. But the dormancy can be broken if the perihelion distance decreases, creating a thermal wave that will penetrate deeper into the nucleus reactivating the activity. The comets with decreasing perihelion distance and increasing activity have been designed as Lazarus comets. A good example of a Lazarus comet is 107P/Wilson-Harrington (Ferrín, 2013).
Among these old comets there may be a small group that due to the spin up may have rotational periods near the rotational limit (Hsieh et al., 2014; Jewitt et al., 2018) . These objects would emit dust into space, expelled at very small ejection velocities by centrifugal forces, but would not show evidence of gas. It is believed that this is the mechanism that expelled the dust off the surface of these objects.
Due to the thick layer of dust accumulated on the surface, the activity is quenched or suffocated. By expelling dust into space, the dormant comet is actually getting rid of the suffocation.
Thus our conclusion is that 6478 Gault is a suffocated comet getting rid of its suffocation by expelling surface dust into space using centrifugal forces. This is an evolutionary stage in the lifetime of some comets.
6478 Gault: Age
It would be interesting if we could assign an age to this comet. We can define a proxy for age based on the amount of mass lost per apparition (Ferrín, 2014) . The argument is that as they age the amount of mass expelled diminishes with time. Thus a proxy for age may be the inverse of the apparition mass loss. The proposed definition is ML-Age [cy] = 3.58x10^11 kg / Mass Loss per Apparition (9) where cy stands for comet years, different from Earth's years, and the constant was chosen so that comet 28P/Neujmin 1 has an age of 100 cy. For the two initial outbursts Ye et al. (2019) Hui et al. (2019) find 9x10^6 kg. If we first take the average of these values and then scale them to the whole apparition we estimate an apparition mass loss of 2x10^7 kg. Applying Equation (9) we find ML-Age(Gault) ~ 18000 cy. Any object above 100 cy is a Methuselah comet (Ferrín, 2014) , thus this is a very evolved object.
Future Evolution
The activity of 6478 Gault depends on the total amount of energy received from the Sun. In Figure 10 we show the solar insolation due to perihelion distance changes from 1900 to 2100. The energy received depends on the inverse of the perihelion distance squared, normalized to the year 2020 ( = 1 = 100% ). We see that the perihelion distance has a secular decrease, causing a secular increase in energy input from the Sun, and classifying this object as a Lazarus comet. The conclusion is that the current activity will remain quite stable, increasing secularly at a rate of only +0.002 % per year. . The small decrease from 2020 to 2058 (+0.02%) will not be sufficient to quench the activity, thus we expect to see 6478 active in the coming apparitions. The tilted line indicates a secular increase in solar insolation due to a diminution of perihelion distance, classifying this object as a Lazarus comet.
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Conclusions
(1) We present the phase curve of this object and find that there is no phase effect. We interpreted this as due to an optically thick cloud of dust covering the nucleus and hiding the surface.
(2) The SLC of this object exhibits the existence of six zones of activity which complicate the understanding of its secular activity. An explanation based on the orbital plane crossing is not entirely satisfactory, thus the reason for 6 active zones is speculative. Zones 1 and 2 might have been due to an impact.
(3) We determine the absolute magnitude of 6478 as mV(1,1,α)= 16.11±0.05.
(4) We determined the rotational period of the object. The periodogram shows one period Prot(1)=1.680±0.002 hour with one single rotational peak of activity that violates the rotational limit for disruption (~2.2 hours) and is rejected. Doubling that period we get Prot(2)= 3.360±0.005 hours with two rotational peaks of activity, is similar to the rotational periods of comets 133P/Elst-Pizarro (3.471 h) and 62412 (3.33 h) to which it resembles. The Amp(2) = 0.16±0.02 magnitudes.
(5) These objects are in a state of flux. Their changing perihelion distance modifies the amount of energy received from the Sun. In the case of 6478 the perihelion distance is decreasing secularly and thus the insolation is increasing although at a very slow pace. Thus the comet is rejuvenating and classified as a Lazarus comet.
(6) Our rotational period for 6478 Gault was confirmed by Carbognani and Buzzoni (2019) who found a rotational period Prot = 3.358±0.005 hours in excellent agreement with our result. However in their light curve the eclipse is no longer visible, leaving the light curve with one single minimum per rotation. This suggests a spherical shape with one single dark region.
(7) Using a proxy for age, we calculate that this object has a ML-Age ~ 18000 cy (comet years). Any object above 100 cy is a Methuselah comet (Ferrín, 2014) , thus this is a very evolved object.
(8) Our conclusion is that 6478 Gault is a suffocated comet getting rid of its suffocation by expelling surface dust into space using centrifugal forces. This is an evolutionary stage in the lifetime of some comets.
(9) We can answer the questions we asked at the introduction: Is it a sublimating or a suffocating comet? It is a suffocated comet that is getting rid of its suffocation by means of centrifugal forces. Does it represent a terminal stage in its lifetime? Yes. Some comets evolve into this stage. Is there evidence of duplicity? Yes. The light curve showed evidence of an eclipse.
(10) Besides being a MBC this object is classified as a methuselah Lazarus comet.
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